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CASE STUDY 

Beach Wheelchairs for Inclusion 
By Alan Blackshaw, 3 March, 2017 
 

 

The Shoalhaven is a large local government area on the South Coast of NSW. The area is 
mostly coastal; with little to no public transport system. The Beach Wheelchairs for Inclusion 
project provides and improves access to the beach for children and young people with 
disabilities.  
 
Beach Access has been a matter of concern for many years and is an item openly discussed 
at the Shoalhaven City Council’s Access Advisory Committee. The matter was also raised 
during community engagement surrounding the development of Council’s Disability 
Inclusion Action Plan. An opportunity arose for Council to apply for funding to increase 
inclusion through Fundability. This funding stream is the result of a partnership between the 
NSW Government and Northcott. 
 
An Asset Based Community Development approach was used to develop the project. Surf 
Lifesaving South Coast Branch, Holiday Haven Tourist Parks and businesses partnered in the 
project as site chair caretakers; to ensure access and equity in and across the whole LGA for 
children and young people aged 9-15 years and the general community, to have beach 
experiences with their families and friends. 
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The beach wheel chairs, available for free hire at strategic safe locations ensures children 
aged 9-15 years and the general community have equitable access to, and are included in 
mainstream activities within this community.  
 
Leading practice is demonstrated by collaborative and inclusive approaches as Council is not 
a face to face service provider, therefore reliant on partners for project success. Council had 
to make sure the project not only met community needs but also value added to the 
business of the partners. The project model can be easily shared/duplicated across the 
country to make a meaningful difference in other areas. 
 
An inclusive approach was applied to the project based on best practice, results based 
accountability approaches. The aim is that people living with a disability in the Shoalhaven 
find accessing places of recreation, namely the beach more inclusive. The wheelchairs which 
are placed at strategic locations, are within half an hour car travel time for most residents: 
thus ensuring those with a disability have equitable access to , and are included in 
mainstream activities within this community.   
 
The icon sites have both a child and adult wheelchair to be responsive to the needs of 
children / young people / adult community members with disabilities who are frequently 
part of a network who regularly participate in collective activities, to further enhance 
inclusion and make the experience more pleasurable and shared. Surf Lifesaving South 
Coast Branch, Holiday Haven Tourist Parks and Greville’s Corner Store partnered in the 
project; taking caretaker ownership of the chairs for free hire at their sites and to ensure 
safe storage, maintenance and promotion of availability.    
 
Partners provide in kind ongoing support to the project and is non reliant on recurrent funds 
in any way in order for the project to be sustainable. Project delivery beyond the funding (to 
purchase the all-terrain beach wheel chairs only) and ongoing maintenance is a part of 
operational practice and business as usual for all partners and has been agreed to by all with 
MOUs. 
 
The above represents a dollar value of roughly seventy-two thousand dollars’ minimum a 
year (based on surf patrol season volunteer hours contributed across all surf club partners 
and caretaker costs based on minimum wages for business partners) and contributes greatly 
to an immeasurable dollar value in community social capital.  
 
The project demonstrates best practice of involvement of community, users, partners and 
Council. The funding application for the project had unprecedented support and 
endorsement of Council’s Access Advisory Committee, the local Disability Forum, South 
Coast Branch of Surf Lifesaving, Holiday Haven Tourist Parks, Tourism, local business and 
Council and was informed by the feedback from consultations conducted in the community 
to inform the DIAP and actions needed. 
 
The great success of this project raises awareness on inclusion, how easy it can be, and 
provides a spring board for both Council and community to consider ever further the impact 
and opportunities that even positive small actions have. For not only those in our 
community with disabilities but for the community as a whole; breaking down tokenism 
and, the often unintentional exploitation of people with disabilities, to tick a box.  
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This project has value added to Council’s plans for an all-inclusive, all ages, all-abilities 
playground / park with a changing places toilet currently under development for the LGA; as 
the playground / park proposed site is located close to the beach that has a beach 
wheelchairs partner surf club at the proposed site thus improving efficiency and 
effectiveness of the beach wheelchairs contribution. The partner surf clubs that do not have 
compliant accessible toilets want to partner with council and community to search for and 
investigate appropriate funds to upgrade their amenities.  
 
Low hanging fruit in bunches is a feast and can provide seeds for an orchard. 
 
Best practice in the field is demonstrated by the fact that in the lead up to the funding 
submission being completed and submitted for beach wheelchairs, council staff attended 
many consultation meetings with partners and community; conducted research, considered 
both coastal and estuary environmental and socio economic and geographic factors for the 
region (informed by experts in these fields). A shared and joint approach was taken with and 
by all the partners for the co-development of Memorandum of Understandings for roles and 
responsibilities and a mutual, united desire for delivery and success of the project. 
 
Beach wheelchairs are not a new idea and have been done in some other areas but the 
Shoalhaven project has been so successful by being fully delivered and operational in the 
community within a five-week time frame from the time council was advised of funding 
success due to strong substantial Council and community support and need. 
 
This project during the first week of release had thousands of local social media interactions, 
via posts, likes, hits, uploads of community photos and videos using the beach wheelchairs, 
comments etc. Council has had numerous project inquiries, from other council areas, some 
from as far away as western Australia & Tasmania; one via a mobility aid and beach 
wheelchair provider (not the provider this Council used) driving them to this Council’s beach 
wheelchair project webpage. Which in turn has generated phone conversations with this 
Council’s project management staff and has resulted in the sharing of project developed 
ideas and material for use as a model and or modification to suit other Councils’ area needs. 
 
The immediate impact this project has had is that people with disabilities (both residents 
and tourists alike) have used the beach wheelchairs to access our beautiful beaches and be 
an active participant in a culture that is very valued and important in the LGA. This is 
evidenced by the photographs and videos users have uploaded on social media outlets, by 
the inquiries from other areas, including those who have not been directly involved with the 
project, or even reside in the LGA or state, who are aware of it and are telling others about 
it.  
 
This Council has embraced responsibility through great leadership in the field and has 
started implementation of actions for a Disability Inclusion Action Plan, based on 
community responses and needs. This project demonstrates Council's commitment to 
improving opportunities for people with disability of all ages to access the full range of 
services and activities available in the community. This project shows Council’s commitment 
to building an inclusive community in partnership with others, to ensure that people with 
disability enjoy the same right to live their lives as they choose, enjoying the same 
opportunities and benefits of living, working and visiting in the Shoalhaven LGA.  
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The project itself has already had great social capital outcomes for the community via all the 
partners’ involved, connections made and provision to the community. 
 
Other measures to be used will include integrated planning and reporting on the delivery 
and outcomes of the actions in the final adopted Disability Inclusion Action Plan via links to 
and from the Community Strategic Plan.  
 
Beach wheelchair hirer/user forms that were developed as a part of the project will also be 
used to evaluate both qualitatively and quantitatively, as they were designed specifically to 
be able to do this. 
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